Update on monitoring and adverse effects of first generation disease modifying therapies and their recently approved versions in relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis.
As of April 2015, 13 disease modifying therapies (DMTs) have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. The older agents continue to be utilized across the globe, especially in developing countries where many newer DMTs are still not available. Even though first generation DMTs have modest efficacy they have long term safety profile, and are considered safer than the second generation DMTs. A PEGylated interferon beta-1a preparation that is administered subcutaneously every 2 weeks was also recently approved. Less frequent administration potentially reduced administration associated side effects and may improve adherence and compliance. The polyethylene glycol is also thought to make the drug less immunogenic. Glatopa (a glatiramer acetate bioequivalent), now represents the first available generic alternative of a DMT for multiple sclerosis. Its dosing, route of administration, and side effects are the same as for Copaxone. In this article, we review the potential adverse effects and recommended laboratory studies as part of the monitoring strategy following initiation of various first generation DMTs and their recently approved versions.